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Abstract
Visual inspection of printed circuit boards (PCBs) at the
final production stage is necessary for quality assurance
and the requirements for an automated inspection are
very high. However, consistent inspection of patterns on
these PCBs is very difficult due to pattern complexity.
Most of the previously developed techniques are not
sensitive enough to detect defects in complex patterns. To
solve this problem, we propose a new optical system that
discriminates pattern types existing on a PCB, such as
copper, solder resist and silk-screen printing. We also
developed the hybrid defect detection technique to inspect
discriminated patterns. This technique is based on shape
measurement and features extraction methods. We used
the proposed techniques in an actual automated
inspection system, realizing real time transactions with a
combination of hardware equipped with image processing
LSls, and PC sofrware. Evaluation with this inspection
system ensures a 100% defect detection rate and a fairly
low false alarm rate (0.06%). The present paper describes
the inspection algorithm and briefly explains the
automated inspection system.
1. Introduction
Visual inspection of printed circuit boards (PCBs) at
the final production stage is necessary for quality
assurance and the needs for automated inspections are
very high in the electronics industry. Several vision-based
inspection techniques"." have been developed and
systems using these techniques have integrated in the
intermediate stages of PCB manufacturing. However,
there has been little attempt to integrate them in the final
stage of production. This is because inspection at this
stage is very difficult, due to the PCBs different materials
and the different characteristics of surface textures and
colors, which leads to complex images. Figure 1 shows a
typical PCB with a surface consisting primarily of three
types of patterns on the substrate. These patterns consist
of copper wiring, solder resists and marks produced by
silk-screen printing. Each type of pattern must be
examined with appropriate inspection criteria.
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Gray scale4' and color-based5' inspection techniques
were developed to inspect PCBs at the final manufacturing
stage. The gray scale inspection technique uses the index
space method6', originally used to inspect color printed
matter such as pre-paid cards. The color-based inspection
technique compares RGB color data with reference data.
Fundamentally, both techniques are based on pixel
comparison between detected and reference patterns. The
above-mentioned reference patterns are usually obtained
from more than one good previously selected circuit board.
These systems do not have enough flexibility to apply
different inspection criteria for each pattern type.
At present, no commercial system with a satisfactory
performance is available for this task and such inspection
and quality control is done off-line by human operators. In
addition to being expensive and time-consuming, the
results of such inspection are also somewhat subjective due
to fatigue and the limitation of human vision.
In this paper, we describe a new optical system that
discriminates pattern types existing on a PCB, and we
describe the inspection algorithm. The newly developed
system increases efficiency by making use of both shape
measurement and feature extraction, thereby exploiting the
strengths and overcoming weaknesses of each method. This
system also provides advantages by covering a large variety
of defects compared to those covered by using each method
alone.
The proposed method is highly effective at finding
defects in PCBs.

2. Defects on PCBs and technical issues
Table I shows typical defects that must be detected on
PCBs. The major technical issue concerning an inspection
algorithm is to achieve accurate and reliable inspection of
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Fig. 1. Sample of the Printed Circuit Board

several types of patterns, as follows:
(1) There are two different technologies currently being
used in manufacturing for connecting components:
surface-mounting (SMT) and through-hole (THT)
technologies. In SMT, tolerances in placement and
fixation of the components are especially tight because
the probability of device movement after placement is
high. Thus, soldering pads, used for SMT devices,
must be submitted to a more severe inspection than
those used for through-hole patterns. Therefore, pattern
recognition is necessary to allow inspection based on
criteria according to the type of the patterns.
(2) Inspection criteria for silk-screen printed patterns are
subjective and do not need to be so tight, when
compared to those for copper patterns. In this paper, we
define the quantitative inspection criteria as listed in
Table 1.
In the next sections we will explain in detail the
developed system, from pattern detection to effective defect
detection.

3. Pattern detection
Figure 2 shows the special optical system developed. In
order to obtain discriminated pattern images with high
signal-to-noise ratios, fluorescence detection7' and reflected
light detection methods were utilized. The differences
between the two methods are summarized in Table 2.
It is known that dielectric material like solder resists
and silk-screened patterns emit fluorescent light when
submitted to short wavelength radiation. Therefore, when
using fluorescence detection with violet light illumination
for excitation, solder resists and silk-screened patterns are
bright
- and comer
.. .patterns are dark. Optical fibers, band
pass filters (exciter filter) and lenses were used to
illuminate the PCB with violet light (436 nm) generated
from a short-arc mercury lamp. The outlet of the fiber is
rectangular in shape so as to illuminate the inspection area
effectively. Dichroic mirrors were designed to guide violet
light on the PCBs and to transmit emitted fluorescent light
(500 600 nm).
On the other hand, when using reflected light detection
with red light (630-780 nm), solder resist areas have low
reflectivity due to high absorption within this wavelength
range. In contrast, white colored materials, such as silkscreened patterns and copper patterns, have high
reflectivity throughout the red wavelength range.
Red light illumination is carried out using a pair of LED
(Light Emission Diode) arrays arranged in parallel, with
angles of 45" and 135" relative to the PCB surface. The
characteristic wavelength of this LED array was 660 nm.
In this optical system, images from the two detection
systems are taken simultaneously by two highly sensitive
linear sensors (2048 pixels) arranged in parallel. The image
pixel size is 26 pm.
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Image processing algorithm
Figure 3 shows the basic inspection algorithm flow.
Detected signals are processed in two channels in parallel
and they have following steps.
(1) First step: preprocessing of the detected images;
(2) Second step: pattern separation. The images are
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Fig. 2. Optical system for image detection
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discriminated to metal and silk-screened pattern to
inspected separately;
(3) Third step: Defect detection. For metal patterns our
proposed algorithm has basically two parts: feature
extraction and shape measurement, while for silkscreened patterns we compare detected patterns with
reference patterns generated from CAD data.
Still in the metal pattern inspection, the feature
extraction method based on operators templates is highly
sensitive to small defects, but covering a great variety of
defect type and sizes makes the procedure
computationally expensive. On the other hand, shape
measurement method is suitable for normal and larger
pattern shape defects, but can not detect smaller ones.
This issue is overcome with conjoint use of both of the
two methods.
Operational details of each step of the defect detection
are described in the next subsections.
4. 1 Preprocessing of the detected image
Shading compensation is carried out for the fluorescent
light signal and red light signal, separately. Differences in
the sensitivity of the sensors are compensated, including
the non-uniformity in the illumination of the lighting
system. This shading compensation stabilizes the detected
signal over the entire detection area.
4.2 Pattern separation
After the thresholding process, copper and silkscreened patterns can be obtained separately by using pixel
calculations for images acquired by the two detection
methods. The details of the pattern separation are shown in
Figure 4. Here, defects on the solder resist can be found as
deficiencies in the copper pattern images. Therefore,
discrimination for the two pattern types described above is
enough for inspection purposes. The algorithm proposed
below is used in defect detection.
4.3 Features extraction
This procedure is aimed at detecting small defects, such
as scattered resist on a copper pattern, especially on SMT
devices such as soldering pad.
The defect detectors of this method are performed by
three types of operators as shown in Figure 5.
(a) Shape deformation defect detection
A set of operators is designed to detect smaller defects
on pattern boundaries in four directions (0°, 90°, 180°, and
270") as shown in Figure 5(a).
From operator's pixels for pattern edge extraction, we
calculate,
edgeDi = { ( & ) n ( d i n ) )
(2)
here, the inner pattern is white (WHT=l) and the
background is black (BLK=O). Consider nr as the total of
cases when edge Ci=l and n, as the total of cases when
edge D i = l . If
n, 2 no n nd 2 no
(3)
is satisfied to predefined criterion value no, than we
conclude that the operator is effectively on edge of the
pattern. Under this condition, if
( f 2 )n ( J ? ) = I
(4)
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is satisfied, than we must verify the defect judgment pixels
e, as follows:
edgeEl={ (<)

n (e2)
...

)

edgeEk={ ( < ) n ( f 2 ) )
E j is defined as the first j of edge E j =I. If
E, 1; Ej0

(6)

is satisfied for predefined EN , then we judge that there is
shape deformation defect on the pattern.
The final result of extraction is a logical AND of the
four direction features. This operator also detects isolated
blobs or pin hole defects.
(b) Corner shape defect detection
The operator described above works effectively for the
lateral side of the pattern but not for comer defects. The
operator in Figure 5(b) is introduced to cover comer defects.
They occur in the four directions (0°, 90". 1 80°, and 270").
From operator's pixels for comer edge extraction, we
calculate,
edgeY, - {

-

(G)

n (ci) )
(d,) n ( d l : ) )

(7)

edgeX, {
(8)
and consider n, as the total of cases when edge Y, =I, and
n, as the total of cases when edge Xi. rf
n, 1; ko fl n, 1; ko
(9)
is satisfied for the predefined value of k,, than we conclude
that the operator is effectively on the comer of the pattern.
Under this condition, we must verify the defect judgment
pixels e, as follows:
edgeEk- { ( < ) n ( e k + , ) )
Ek is defined as the first k of edge Ek-1. If

(10)
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Ek
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(11)
is satisfied for the predefined E,, then we judge that there is
a comer defect on the pattern.
As in (a), the final result of defect extraction is a logical
AND of the four direction features.
(c) Isolated blob detection
To detect small pinhole or isolated blob type defects,
we introduce the operators shown in Figure 5(c). These
operators are available in two directions (0,90").
We calculate,
A, ( a _ , ) n...n ( a _ , n ( a o ) n ( a , ) ...n ( a i ) (12)

number is tagged to data as a detector code. The results are
given as defect position coordinates and detector code.

4.4 Shape measurement
This method labels the metal pattern and measures the
shape features. Here, the shape of a pattern is represented
by measurements of center of mass (CM), size of bounding
rectangle, area, compactness, perimeter and 1" degree
moments. In this paper we define compactness as the ratio
of pattern area and area of bounding rectangle. For each
measurement, an identification code is established.
As shown in Figure 6, for each labeled pattern, a table of
measured features is constructed. Labeling and feature
measurement are carried out by hardware in parallel with
image processing LSIs, keeping transactions in real time.
Because linear image sensors were used in order to attain
the image, the PCB is mounted on a stage that allows
continuous movement in the Y direction as shown in Figure
7. This movement is synchronized with sensor line scan in
the X direction, obtaining a continuous image.
Due to the structural characteristics of the LSIs used,
image processing was done sequentially, by reading each
sub-image (frame) from the entire scanned page.
Patterns detected partially must be codified together with
its complementary part, which is located in the next frame.
Once identified the patterns to be codified as individual
ones, the combination of their measured features is made.
For example, to obtain combined CM of the pattern
fragmented in two parts, we calculate the geometric
average of the CMs as follows:

where, (X,,,, Y,,,) is CM and S is pattern area. Single and
double quotation represent values on the previous and next
frame, respectively.
The results were transferred to a PC, which made a
table of characteristics sets per labeled pattern. In the PC,
the tables were compared with a corresponding reference
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are satisfied, there is a defect on the pattern.
The sizes of the operators described above are not fixed
and can be regulated by setting limits for length,
orientations and width of patterns.
All of these 10 operators are implemented on only one
chip LCA (Logic Circuit Array). Each one of these
operators is numbered. When defect is detected, this
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table generated in advance from CAD data in order to
evaluate the pattern defects. The correspondence between
the reference and detected pattern is made by CM. The
position tolerance was defined as the region determined by
bounding rectangle.
The above comparison is made by evaluating distance
metric of characteristics set for each detected pattern with
respect to respective reference data. If exist at least one
feature data that does not satisfy the criteria, pattern
coordinates are reported as defect data with identification
code of the measurement.
The above-mentioned CAD data describes the PCB
pattern by aperture definition, exposure, and movement
command of the photoplotter. The reference data has the
following steps and characteristics:
(1) Round-off processing8' is applied to the bitmapped data
of the metal pattern, generated from CAD data, making
the shape of the reference data similar to the one of the
detected pattern. Next, labeling and shape measurement
are carried out to construct the reference table.
(2) Data on pattern type and class codes are added to
reference table to allow recognition of THT and SMT
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patterns. These data are utilized to attribute appropriate
criteria of inspection according to pattern types.
(3) To assure the robustness concerning manufacturing
process deviations, reference tables are designed with
statistical considerations. Under normal conditions,
patterns detected images are influenced by factors such
as solder resist etching process and oxidation of pads,
which cause shape data variation as shown in Figure 8.
Before the inspection, the detected shape data average
is calculated for each pattern type based on pattern
classification codes. If the outer size average of the
pattern satisfies the reference, compensation is made in
the reference table, and inspection procedures are taken.
The shape measurement method described above is
sufficient for detecting defects with sizes larger than the
process deviation.
Output data from shape measurement and feature
extraction methods are stored on a hard disk with tags for
identification codes or operator's code as well as
coordinates.
4.5 Comparison method for detecting printing defects
In general, inspection criteria for silk-screen printing is
rougher than those for metal and solder resist pattern.
Our system for inspecting marks silk-screen printing is
based on comparison of detected patterns with the pattern
image generated from the CAD data used to manufacture
the silk-screen. The reference pattern, which is a bitmapped image calculated from CAD data, is generated by a
workstation. This conversion is done by software and it is
executed in an off-line process and stored on magnetic
optical disks.
The reference pattern is divided into pages according to
table scanning specifications. For the reference pattern to
match the detection pattern, the original pattern from the
generator is partitioned into frames, when it is loaded on
the comparison hardware.
In order to perform pixel comparison for two abovementioned images, precise alignment is essential. The fact
that PCBs are subject to distortion makes the alignment
problem more difficult. To overcome this problem, an
alignment per frame image was realized by defining
previously a pair of alignment pattern for X and Y
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coordinates as shown in Figure 9. These alignment patterns
and positions are determined from reference pattern of the
silk-screen printing. Given that position tolerance for silkscreen printing is 0.5mm, 64x64 pixels (k0.68mm) search
windows were set. This calculation is performed in parallel
and real time.
A difference image between the reference and detected
image is obtained by logical EXOR operations. Small
differences (noises) are wiped out from the image by a
morphological contraction and expansion operation.

making use of both shape measurement and feature
extraction, thereby exploiting the strengths and overcoming
weaknesses of each method. This system also provides
advantages by covering a large variety of defects compared
to the number of defects covered bv each method alone.
Shape Measurement Method

5. Automated inspection system
Figure 10 shows the external appearance of the
developed automated inspection system. The system uses
three PCs. One for general system control such as loading
and unloading the inspection target board and control of the
XYZ stage. Another for management of the inspection data
and CAD reference data. The third one arranges the
hardware for image acquirement and image processing,
including the entire inspection algorithms. The PCs are
networked.
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6. Evaluation of the inspection system
According to evaluations of the developed system,
gross inspection time was about 25 seconds/200x300 mm2
inspection area, including board loading and unloading,
position alignment, reference data loading, etc. Net
inspection time for the inspection area was about 12
seconds. It was confirmed that the developed system
achieves a 100% defect detection rate and has an average of
0.06% false alarms.
Figure I I shows the results of evaluations of this
system for different sized defects. The shape measurement
method works well for defects greater than 70x70 pm and
the feature extraction method cover defects in the range of
40x40 to lOOx 100 pm. Stable detection for defects greater
than 50x50 pm was confirmed.
Figure 12 shows example of the detected defects. Figure
12(a) shows corner shape defect of the SMTs pad and
Figure 12(b) shows a solder resist defect.
These results prove that this system can be used in
actual production lines.

Fig. 12. Examples of detected defect
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7. Conclusion
We developed an automated visual inspection system
capable of accurately inspecting PCBs. The performance of
the inspection system was evaluated and it achieved a
100% defect detection rate with a very low false alarm rate.
The newly developed system increases efficiency by
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